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Net-Shape ForgedGears-
The State of thleArt

Trevor .A.Dean and Zhongmin Hu

A commercial process for forging bevel gears
(Ising hot workpieces for automobile differential

i gears was available by the early I.960s (Ref. 1).
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Introduction
Traditionally, high-quality gears are cut to

shape from forged blanks. Great accuracy call be
obtained through shaving and grinding of tooth
fOnTIS, enhancing the power capacity, Life and
quietness of geared power transmissions .. In the
1950s, a process was developed for forging gears
with teeth that requires little or no meta] to be
removed to achieve final geometry. The initial
process development was undertaken in Germany
for the manufacture of bevel gears for automobile
differentials and was stimulated by the lack of I

iavailable gear cutting equipment at that time. i
Later attention has turned to the forging of spur i
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Figllre1-Flash bevel gear die.

Top punch

and helical gears, which are more difficultto form
due to the radial disposition of their teeth com-
pared with bevel gears. The main driver of these
developments, in common with most component
manufacturing, is cost. Forming gears rather than
cutting them results in increased yield from raw
material and also can increase productivity.
Forging gears is therefore of greater advantage for
large balch quantities, such as required by the
automotive industry.

Cold forging (forging wilh workpieces at room
temperature) results in parts with the highest accu-
racies. Differential bevel gears can be forged cold to
finished geometry (net-shape). However, it is nor-
mally cheaper to forge them with a small amount of
excess metal (near net-shape) and use a simple
machining operadonon their back faces to bring
them to finished size. No machining of teeth is nec-
essary. Depending on overall geometry, some spur
and helical gears can be cold extruded. with a net-
shape tooth. form, But, gears that have large diame-
ter-re-width ratios-typical of those used in gear-
boxes and other power transmitting systems-must
be forged in completely dosed cavity tool using
preheated workpieces. Thus. such gears are at best
near net-shape, and considerable efforts are being
undertaken to devise a second cold forming opera-
tion that wi.ll improve their tooth accuracy to net-
shape standard. A cutting operation subsequent to
forging results in an uneconomic processing route.

It has been shown that forged gears have higher
trength than cut ones, and this offers the opportu-

nity for using them at higher power density ratings.
This is attractive where weight is II penalty, such as
in automobiles.

Die clamping force

Bottom punOh

Bevel Gears

The accuracy of the tooth form of the as-forged

Figure,Z-Flashless bevel gear die.

gears was sufficient for the automobiles of that
period, but the design of the forging tool resulted
in flash being fanned (Fig. I). Also, post-forge
machining was required on the back race and the
bore of the components. Continual developments
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pletely enclo ed die cavities (Fig. 2). Using the e gear shaped so that the punch can slide in the eav-
cavities, it is possible to forge net-shape bevel tty and dose its upper end. The load cell shown is

gears. But, mo l ofie.n the bore is ftllis!! formed in u ed for experimental purpose only and i 110t
subsequent operations, not intheforging tool. It likely to be found in commercia'! situations. A
may be said with little qualification that the tech- gear i forged by placing a cylindrical billet on

notogy for forging radial-and spiral-toothed bevel the ejector in the cavity and squeezing .it sideways

gears i virtually developed to it ultimate sage into the teeth of the insert under tlte force of the

of commercial refinement. downward moving punch. When the punch has

Spur and Helical 'Geali'S moved upwards, the forging is removed from the
Extruded gear jOfflU. Essentially two types of cavity by forcing the ejector upwards. This design

forming processes may be used to. form the e can be u ed only for spur gears, ..asthe nece ary
gears. If the aspect ratio (width/diameter) is large, rotation of thepunch to enable it to mate with a
they can be formed by extrusion. 'Iypicalextrud- helical die insert is not practicable. An alternative
ed part type are the : tarter motor pinion and the tool design that is suitable for a wide range of

helical shaft gear shown in Figure 3. Depending spur and helical gear shapes is shown in Figure 6.
on the compo ition of the workpiece teel, these The important features of this design that differ
parts may be extruded at room temperature (cold from the previous one are as follows:
tanned). This results in high accuracy, and the The die insert is supported on light spring and
tooth forms usually do not have to be finish can move vertically, guided by an external cylin-
machined. A gear of lower aspect ratio, which has der, The punch does not enter the die insert but
been cold extruded, is shown in Figure 4. A .0011- contacts it on its lop face. Thus, as the punch

iderable amount of metal has to be machined move downward, .it do es the top end of the die
from the end faces, which have been distorted cavity and pushe the insert downwards.

during extru ion. The los of metal in machining The diameter of the ejector i the. arne as the
these faces will be a consideration in judging the
economic viability of extra ion.

Obviously, the distortion arising in. extrusion of
gears of even lower aspect ratio would render the

process uneconomical because the amount of metal
to be removed would be 100 high a proportion of
the total. For this reason, such gears are forged in
cavities in the manner or bevels. However, due to
the fact that the teeth of pur and helical gears radi-
ate normally 10 the axis of symmetry, they are more
difficult to forge than bevel gears.

Forging machines & tooliflg. Forged gear
technology is directed to high-volume produc-

tion, and the forging machine most suitable for
this is a mechanical pre s, However, virtually any
forging machine with contmllable stroke, load or
energy. having accurate guidance, can be used if
economic considerations allow.

Several forms of roo ling designs are usable for
gear forging. and the be t choice depends on the

geometry of the particular gear to be forged. A
simple design that has been used to undertake
early experiments at the University of Birmjng-
ham, in England, is shown in Figure 5 (Ref. 2).
E senti ally, il consist of a die jnsert with a
female form of the gear teeth to be forged in its
bore. A gear-shaped ejector, which can slide
along the gear teeth. closes the bottom of the die
cavity. The periphery of the punch. which i
attached to the slide of the forging machine. is
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Figure 7'--Gorrectian fact.or in dies.
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Figure 8-Temperature variations.

lemperature Range 1.000 - 1,250·C Over ACI BelowAcl Room Temp.
Decarbonized layer [mm) 0.3 - 0.4 0.10 - 0.25 0.1 0
Roughness [Aa I, > 100 11m > 50 JIm > ,20 11m > 10 11m
Draft < 7" < ,. < ,. = O·
Actura cy [11m) ~O.5 - :t1.0 :to.OS - fO.2 :to.05 - :to.15 ±0.005,· fO.!
Thickness (mm) :to.50· :1:1.5 ±0.20 - .±D.4D :to.IO - :to.25 :to. Ia - 10.20
Eccentricity [mmJ 0.5 -1.5 D.1O - 0.70 0.10 - O.4lI 0.05 - 0.25
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A mandrel is mounted on the punch, enabling
hollow workpieces to be used. Thus, only a

small amount of metal has to be removed to fin-
ish the bores.

There are eighteen different practical configu-
rations of the four elements of the tool set-
punch, insert, ejector and mandrel-which may

be used on a. press with one moving slide (Ref. 3),

Each has advantages and disadvantages, and the
be t design depends on the overall geometry of

tbe gear to be produced.

Facto.rs affecting acc.u.r.acy. The dimensional
accuracy of a forging is affected by tooling and

the process by basically three factors shown dia-
grammatically in Figure 7:

Most die cavities are made by EDM, and to

compensate for spark gap and/or wire thicknes
an allowance, G,. on nominal dimensions is made.

Elastic expansion of the die, Ue' is caused by
forging pressures.

Thermal expansion of the die, VI' occur as it
is preheated to reduce thermal shock when forgo
ing is being undertaken at elevated temperature.

Post-forging thermal contraction, Uc' of a
forging made at elevated temperature occurs after
it is removed from the die,

The relative magnitudes of die thermal. and die
elastic effects can be seen by referring to Figure 8,
which shows values obtained for a steel forging of
nominal diameter 63.5 mm, forged in steel dies, and

which are qualitatively applicable to all sizes of
forging. n can be seen that as the temperaaire of the
forging is increased, the elastic expansion of the die
decreases. This is because the strength of the work-
piece metal reduces .3S temperamre is increased and
stresses on the die wall are reduced. Also, it may be
seen that the higher the forging temperature, the
greater is the increase in forged dimension due to the
thermal expansion of the die. This is due to the

greater amount of heat transferred from hot work-
piece to die at higher fo,rging temperature. The

greatest absolute effect, and also the effect that
varies most with change in forging temperature, is

the thermal contraction of the forging. From this fig-
ure, it can be deduced that dimensional consistency
can be achieved only if workpiece temperature and
forging stresses are closely controlled. As forging

stresses are related 10 billet size, temperature and
tool lubrication, the whole production process-
from incoming raw material to release of forging

from the die-must be executed with utmost control
if dimensional consistency is to be achieved. In an

I
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ideal situation, ifthennal di tortion could be predict-
ed and contmlled, preheating billets alone would not
affect accuracy. However. practical limitatiolls on
temperature control and the sensitivity of dimen-
sions to temperature leads to the situation that accu-
racy decreases as forging temperature increases.
Thu, unheated (cold) fbrging is the technology that
enables the greatest accuracies and the rna t consis-
tent dimensions to be achieved in forging produc-
tion. Accuraeie typical of cold-, hot-and warm-
fo~ged components are given in Table 1.

o reduce el· tic eli Ionian of the die, loads and
Ire s must be kept as low as possible. Ftgure 9

shows the load associ ated with a given level of tooth
filling during a forging operation. A noticeable
increase in load arises whenihe workpiece reaches
!he roots of the teeth in the die cavity (Point ,1),
When the metal reache the tip of the teelh in the die
cavity. the load increase with ram displacement is
very rapid and increases dramatically asthe comers
are filled. As the comers of gear teeth are usually
chamfered, it is possible not to forge them fully, [0

the case of the example shown, a load reduction of
about. 50% could be achieved. Mathematical! treat-
ment of the distortions arising in tooling described
above enable computer-based predictive programs
to be developed so thai corrections [0 cavitygeome-
tries may be introduced during manufacture so thai.
the teeth of forged gears may be close to the speci-
fied hape. Figure 10 <Ref. 4) show the variation in
forged tooth profile thai. arise with changing work-
piece temperature as predicted in theory and
obtained experimentally. for a 1.3-tooth gear with
5.08 module and 20" pre ure angle, Figure lOa
shows !.hat at room temperature. theoretical forged
and die tooih profiles are closely matched above the
base circle, and the forged base circle corresponds
closely to that of the die. The tooth forged al.
1,0000 C (Fig. lOb) is smaller than that of the die. as
is fhe base circle diameter. The differences between
theoretical and experimental profiles between base'
and root circles is because the computer program
was not arranged to allow for undercutting of !.he
teeth that was machined into me die.

Forged gears. Net-shape processing routes for
both spur and helical gears are under considerable
inve tlgation by 11 number of in titutions,
Obviously, whether or not a gear form is net-shape
depends on the quality tandard peeified by the
customer, But. as it appear that forged gearsare
likely to be commercially viable when made in
large batch quantitie • the standards being aimed
for are those of automotive manufacturers. For
use in gearboxe , ISO standard grade 5 i

l~
\
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\,. :Forged tooth profile

{experiment)
a) Superimposition or lIIe experimentally obtained
prolile of a forged tooth on Iheoretlcel profiles of the
corresponding die III1d final lor91"9, for forging at
room temperaturE!

I
i
1 prama (a'penment)

b) Superimposition oll11e eXl)E!rimentalty obtained proilie' 01 II
forged tooth on tIleoreticel proflles of 1118CQ/T9Spondlng die
and final forging, for forging at I,OOO·C temperature

\ Forged tooth

Figur.1D-Thearetlcal andactu.al toath profile.
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[IJI,",_I tral hole; and finish forging in a die with appro-
, priate peripheral tooth form. The operations are

shown diagrammatically in Figure 13. The resul-

mups_81 tant forging is II near net-shape gear and is over-
sized by between 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm on all sur-
faces. The gears are cooled, cleaned and coated
with a lubricant suitable for cold forging, Theyt· ,

Punch 'Scrap are then passed through an ironing die to bring
them to specified dimensions. his the cold-fin-
ishing operation that is still the subject of inten-
sive research activity.

A drawing of the tool set used at the University

of Birmingham is shown in Figure 14. Figure 1,5is
a photograph of the tool set mounted on a crank:
press. A schematic of the ironing die is given in

Figure 16. Some preliminary results from a gear-
ironing operation are given in Table 2. The
improvements brought about by ironing are obvi-
ous, but the quality of the ironed gear is le stham

ISO grade 5. One of the reasons for this is that the
quality of the ironing die was not high enough.

Coneluding Remarks
The technology for net-shape forging of spur

and helical gears is now weI! esrabli hed.
The major remaining task is to develop a

forming technique by which teeth of high accura-
cy may be produced with good productivity and

Figare 13--forging s1lIges of
DlgeBf.

Figure 15--J!hoto of ,gear
forging die.

Figure 14-Drawingl 01gear die.

Figur,e 16--Sc'hematic ,ofgear ironing die ..

left Hand Right Hand, LH RH lH RH
Pressure Angle ('1 0.12 0.10 I 0.73 0.58 0.1'9 0.16
Involute !~ml 15 13 57 46 27 22
Tooth Trace, (iJml 8 5 105 94 93 66

I Max. Cum Pitch (~ml 38 25 180 163 113 101
Adj. Pitch (~ml 12 9 73 28 2.1 116
Tooth Thickness (iJm! 31 12 468 2.85 55 46
Hunout Ium] 32 96 62

required,except for the reverse idler gear, which
may be ISO standard grade ]0. Currently, inves-
tigations are underway at the University of
Birmingham with the aim of developing commer-
cial processing routes for the three gears hown in
Figure l l. It is envisioned that a shop floor set up

similar to that shown in Figure 12 will be utilized.
Billets are sawed or sheared from rolled bars with

circular cross-section, weighed, heared to about
WO°C and coated in a water-based graphite lubri-
cant. They are then heated in a second induction
heater to a preheat temperature appropriate t0' the
size, shape and alloy of tile gear. That temperature
will normally be in the region of 900° C, which is
within the warm forging range .. The billets are
then forged on the first press in three operations:
upsetting (squeezing them in a cylindrical die
cavity), to produce a prescribed diameter and a
central web; piercing of the web to produce a cen-

at acceptable costs.
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